ELIGIBILITY TO PLAY FOR WALES

You are eligible to play for Wales if you meet one of the following criteria:

- Born in Wales
- One of your parents was born in Wales
- One of your grandparents was born in Wales
- Resided in Wales for two years prior to the start of the Welsh Amateur Championship in the year of selection (if under 18 years of age)
- Resided in Wales for three years prior to the start of the Welsh Amateur Championship in the year of selection (if over 18 years of age)

You are not eligible to play for Wales if:

- You have played in the Close Championship of another country within the last two years (e.g. to be eligible to play for Wales in 2020 you must not have played in the Close Championship of another country in 2019 or 2018) or:
- You have played in the full International Team of another country

With the following exception for U18’s:

- Any boy or girl under 18 years who has competed in the Closed Boys’ or Girls’ Championship of any other country or played in the Boys’ or Girls’ International Team of any other country.